Case Study

Pinnacle Midstream Future-Proofs Texas Oil & Gas Operations
The Bedrock® OSA® Platform aligned perfectly with Pinnacle Midstream’s
philosophy of creating customer value by leveraging cutting edge, innovative
technology to deliver higher quality product with improved profitability.
SUMMARY
Customer requirement: An efficient,
flexible and scalable automation platform with maximum reliability in rugged
conditions - including protection from
cyber intrusion
Bedrock Automation solution:
Bedrock® OSA® platform
Result: A highly efficient, cost effective
flow management solution that coordinates IIoT edge control, and scales to meet
anticipated DCS growth requirements
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Pinnacle’s current pipeline control and safety needs, it could
easily scale to meet future needs,
including a potential future
transition to a DCS application.

Up to the Task
Meers also felt that Bedrock’s
long list of advanced features –
many of which can’t be found in
any other system today – would
help Pinnacle “future-proof” its
approach right out of the gate. Key
attributes such as intrinsic cyber
security, environmental hardening, and large-scale processor
data logging were just a few of
the platform capabilities that convinced Pinnacle that the Bedrock
platform was aligned with their
company’s technology philosophy.
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VP of Engineering
and Operations,
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an economical solution in a
small, easy-to-implement
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About Meers Engineering
Meers Engineering Inc. is a full-service engineering firm offering complete design services as well as design/
build services by partnering with a construction company. Since being formed in 1995 they have expanded
and now maintain a 10,000 square foot facility located in Abilene, Texas.

About Bedrock Automation
Bedrock Automation, based in San Jose, California, is the maker of Bedrock® the world’s most powerful and
cyber secure automation platform. This Silicon Valley company has assembled the latest technologies and
talents from the automation, cyber security and semiconductor industries to build an unprecedented automation solution for industrial control based on three prime directives: simplicity, scalability and security. The
result is a new platform of automation called OSA®, Open Secure Automation, with a revolutionary electromagnetic backplane architecture and deeply embedded ICS cyber security to deliver the highest levels of
system performance, cyber security and reliability at the lowest lifecycle cost.
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